A popular approach to the computational modeling of ligand0receptor interactions is to use an empirical free energy like model with adjustable parameters. Parameters are learned from one set of complexes, then used to predict another set. To improve these empirical methods requires an independent way to study their inherent errors. We introduce a toy model of ligand0receptor binding as a workbench for testing such errors. We study the errors incurred from the two state binding assumption-the assumption that a ligand is either bound in one orientation, or unbound. We find that the two state assumption can cause large errors in free energy predictions, but it does not affect rank order predictions significantly. We show that fitting parameters using data from high affinity ligands can reduce two state errors; so can using more physical models that do not use the two state assumption. We also find that when using two state models to predict free energies, errors are more severe on high affinity ligands than low affinity ligands. And we show that two state errors can be diagnosed by systematically adding new binding modes when predicting free energies: if predictions worsen as the modes are added, then the two state assumption in the fitting step may be at fault.
How can we compute the binding affinities of ligands for receptors from knowledge of the atomic structures? One approach is all atom molecular dynamics, but it is computationally expensive, conformational sampling is limited, and the energy functions are not perfect. A substantial niche has arisen for methods that are faster but more ad hoc. Often it is valuable just to have a method that can crudely rank order the binding affinities. A popular strategy for doing this is to assume an empirical model of free energies as a function of chemical characteristics of the ligand and receptor. Some models use adjustable energy parameters. Values of these parameters are "learned" on a training set via regression, and then used to predict a test set of ligand0protein complexes~Wilson et al., 1991; Horton & Lewis, 1992; Bohm, 1994; Ortiz et al., 1995; Wallqvist et al., 1995; Head et al., 1996; Jain, 1996; Perez et al., 1998 !. We call this class of models the "Learn Then Predict" LTP! models. Other models use fixed values for each energy typẽ Krystek et al., 1993; Vajda et al., 1994; Jackson & Sternberg, 1995; Verkhivker et al., 1995; Weng et al., 1996; Checa et al., 1997!. Our interest here is in how LTP methods can be improved. Their predicted free energies can err by 2-3 kcal0mol or more, and different training sets can lead to different parameters~Ajay & Murcko, 1995!. One way to improve empirical methods is to focus on statistical and sampling strategies, irrespective of the underlying physical model. The other approach is to improve the degree to which the model represents the true underlying physics. We take the latter approach. Here, through use of a simplified model, we study a specific class of errors: those that arise from what we call the two state binding assumption. It is usually assumed that a ligand is either unbound, or bound in a single dominant configuration. But real binding may sometimes involve multiple modes of binding~Birdsall et al., 1989; Montfort et al., 1990; Raag & Poulos, 1991; Murthy et al., 1992; Wojtczak et al., 1992; Weber et al., 1994; Bohm & Klebe, 1996; Ladbury et al., 1996 , and references therein!.
Recently, multiple modes have been modeled explicitly during high resolution free energy calculations~Wilson et al., 1991; Head et al., 1997 !. Also, it has been argued that multiple modes must be accounted for during free energy perturbation~D.W. Miller & K.A. Dill, in prep .! and when computing binding equilibria when competing ligands are present~Janin, 1996!. In the present paper, with the help of a simplified but rigorous model, we take three new steps:~1! we quantitate the effects of multiple modes on LTP modeling;~2! we propose a way to predict when the two state assumption fails; and~3! we study how the predictive power of an LTP model changes when the magnitudes of training and test set complexes' free energies change.
The model of ligand-receptor binding
We study a toy model of ligand binding. Toy models are the only methods currently available that can test the principles we are interested in here. Despite their artificialities, they have several advantages. We can know with rigor and exactness the underlying physics that drives the binding in the model. We invent the "true" energy function-equivalent in the toy model to the unknown energy function that nature uses to bind real ligands to proteins. So, when we fit parameters, we can always compare our results to the right answers. In addition, we know the binding partition function exactly, with no errors due to incomplete sampling. Our approach involves no uncertainties about the structural representation, about the dominant binding modes, or about any of the binding thermodynamics, so we can study the way that multiple binding modes might confound modeling efforts. Our simple model serves to generate hypotheses that might then be testable through experiments or refined simulations.
Ours is a two-dimensional lattice model of receptors and ligands. In this model, a pairwise contact energy function is used that can evaluate the energy E of every possible ligand0receptor configuration. In some cases, our ligands have hundreds of different configurations in which they bind, to different degrees. These configurations are the ligand's binding modes. Figure 1 shows an example lattice ligand0receptor pair.
In the lattice model, receptor sites and ligands are rigid. Ligand0 receptor interactions involve only nearest neighbor, pairwise, negative contact energies, E A , E B , . . . , which apply when a ligand molecule of a given chemistry sits in a lattice site that is adjacent to a unit surface area of the same chemistry on the receptor. There are no interactions of longer range. A binding mode has an energy E ϭ n A e A ϩ n B e B ϩ {{{, where n a is the number of contacts of a-type surfaces. These energy terms are meant to mimic the shortranged energies in all-atom functions. To keep the model simple, all cross terms E AϪB , E BϪC , . . . ϭ 0. All the lattice model data reported in this paper were generated with three energy types: E A ϭ Ϫ0.53 kT, E B ϭ Ϫ0.88 kT, E C ϭ Ϫ0.65 kT.
The only energies we model are short-ranged contact interactions. We do not treat electrostatics or other long-ranged attractions or repulsions. Several of the results in this paper depend on this choice. Our aim is to keep the model as simple as possible for the tests of principle of interest here. The model allows us to understand completely the trends in LTP errors due to attractive energies.
We study only one model receptor~shown in Fig. 1 !. The need for a large, complicated receptor reflects the need to have a large variety of binding sites for different ligands and does not otherwise indicate any attempt to mimic any known biomolecule receptor. To study a range of complexes, sometimes over a wide range of binding affinities, the ligands we use must range from small and simple to large and multicontacting with the receptor. Rather than developing both types of ligand, we simplified the calculations as follows. First, we created lattice ligands of size 2-10 sites, with patches on their surfaces that make energetically favorable contacts of the various chemical types our energy function allows~A, B, or C type contacts!. Ligands are designed to complement a binding site on the receptor-the invaginations of the large structure in Figure 1 . Each ligand has a single ground state in which it sits in its designed binding site. However, it can also adopt higher energy configurations elsewhere in the large receptor cavity. One Fig. 1 . Lattice protein model and a sample lattice ligand model. In the lattice model, a ligand~small object! binds to its lowest energy binding site~arrow! within the binding cavity of its receptor~large object!. In this paper, the receptor shown is paired with many ligands of varying shapes and surface "chemistries." Only one ligand is illustrated here.
example of a lattice ligand and binding site is shown in Figure 1 . Next, we enumerated all the ways the ligand and receptor can associate in a box of volume V, by placing the ligand in all possible orientations inside the receptor sites. The partition function Q is then the sum of the Boltzmann factors over all arrangements i ϭ 0, 
0Q.
To mimic the LTP modeling process, we assemble a training set of ligands and calculate their exact binding free energies from the given physical model we invent. Those free energies play the role that experimental free energies of binding would play in a real LTP method. Next we need another energy function, which serves as an empirical predictor model. Even though we know the true energy function and partition function by construction, our aim here is to make predictor models that we design to be flawed in various ways. We train the empirical model using linear or nonlinear regression in Mathematica~1993!. This regression assigns energy parameters E9, which make the predicted empirical free energy match the exact free energies of the training set ligands~the "data"! as closely as possible. The output of this fitting step of the LTP process is a learned E9 set. Then in the prediction step, we substitute the learned E9 set back into the empirical function and predict free energies of more ligands, which make up the test set.
To quantitate the errors in LTP modeling, we report how wrong the fitted values of parameters are, relative to the exact right answers. When predicting binding affinities, we can report errors in the predictions, relative to true exact affinities. We also are interested in how well the flawed LTP models can distinguish strong from weak binders. As a simple measure of these errors, we report the differences in affinity between pairs of ligand0receptor complexes whose rank order, when predicted by the LTP model, is of the wrong sign. To calculate this quantity, we first parameterize an energy function on a training set. We then use the fitted energy function to predict affinities of test set complexes. For any pair of complexes 1 and 2, if DF 1 Ͻ DF 2 , but the model predicts DF 1 Ͼ DF 2 , we call this a "misranking." We make a list of all the misranked pairs in a test set and report the largest difference in affinities DDF that we observe among these pairs.
Results and discussion
For both training set and test set complexes in LTP modeling, it is common to assume that the ligand is either bound in one particular mode, or unbound. We call this the two state assumption. In reality, a ligand may have other important binding modes or may bind nonspecifically, in addition to its dominant mode. It is common to assume that such higher energy modes are negligible in real binding to biomolecules because NMR or crystallography often finds each ligand at a single site, in a single conformation, hence in a single dominant binding mode. Since binding free energies are usually several kilocalories per mole, it is usually assumed that when binding is tight it is also specific, and that a single mode is sufficient for modeling. While this may often be true, we believe that structural evidence alone is not convincing. Thermodynamically important binding modes need not always be apparent in structures. If binding modes are weak but numerous, they can contribute substantially to the thermodynamics of binding, and yet be invisible in structural studies. It is not clear how important these kinds of errors might be~Janin, 1996; D.W. Miller & K.A. Dill, in prep.!. A common approach is to assume that errors in modeling that arise from the two state binding assumption are small and that the dominant errors are due to flaws in the energy functions. The philosophy underlying this paper is different. Our view is that since LTP models are not yet sufficiently predictive, it is important to understand the physical basis for any errors, large or small. Then we can hope that strategies will emerge to repair them and allow us to focus attention on other sources of error. Below, we use our lattice model of ligand0receptor binding to study the errors that multiple binding modes may cause in LTP modeling. We suggest diagnostics and remedies for these errors.
Two state errors during energy function parameterization
In this section, we study the effect of the two state assumption on the fitting step of LTP modeling. When a true binding process involves one dominant mode and other weaker ones, what errors are incurred if fitting procedures are based on the two state assumption?
Using the two state assumption in training set partition functions In our first experiment, we trained a two state model, then compared fitted values of energy parameters to the exactly correct values. Figure 2 shows that the magnitudes of the errors depend on the dominant mode population. Not surprisingly, when weak~non-ground state! modes have very small populations, errors are small. Figure 2 also shows that fitted parameter values are always more negative than the true energies they attempt to mimic. The reason for this is that when we make the two state assumption, partition functions are truncated, from several contributing Boltzmann terms to just one. The regression compensates by fitting all~favorable, negative! energy parameters to overly negative values. In short, two state models lump all the binding energy into the dominant mode. 0Q, but also on the free energy of binding itself, DF ϭ ϪkT ln Q. We find that complexes with more favorable free energies of binding suffer less from the two-state approximation. Why?
Here's a simplest model analogy. Suppose we guess that the binding of a training set of ligands is governed by a single energy type. Call our parameter for this energy type E9. Different ligands make different numbers of contacts of this energy type n. Now suppose an experimentalist measures the free energies of binding of the training set ligands and finds them all to be the same value E e . Our guess was wrong; the free energy is actually independent of n. But if we fit the model anyway, we must choose E9 to make nE9 Ϸ E e . Resulting fitted values of E9 depend strongly on which values of n appear in the training set. Larger n's produce smaller fitted values of E9~data not shown!.
The same phenomenon happens when we use the two state assumption in ligand binding. When we write a regression model of free energy using this assumption, it takes the form n A e9 A ϩ n B e9 B ϩ n C e9 C . Again E9 indicates an adjustable parameter. During regression, we fit this model to agree with true data DF exact , which can be expressed in the form kT ln Q ϭ n A e A ϩ n B e B ϩ n C e C ϩ kT ln p~gs!~see Appendix!, where E indicates a true underlying unit energy. The kT ln p~gs! term here represents the contribution from all nonground state binding modes. It is a constant independent of the ground state contacts. Thus, in the regression, we are trying to set n A e9 A ϩ n B e9 B ϩ n C e9 C Ϸ n A e A ϩ n B e B ϩ n C e C ϩ kT ln p~gs!. Note that two trends contribute to E9 values during regression: model terms should scale with the first three energy terms on the right-hand side, but they should also accommodate the constant kT ln p~gs!. We can expect the latter contribution to behave as in our simple analogy above. As n's increase, that is, for higher affinity ligands, this contribution decreases in magnitude. At large enough n, it is negligible, and errors in the parameters approach 0. Figure 3 illustrates that fitted E9 values depend on ground state energies, and thus on ground state contact counts n, as this argument predicts.
We conclude that artifacts from the two state assumption disappear if only high affinity complexes are used in the training set.
Using multiple modes in training set partition functions
A main point of this paper is that by understanding two state error, we may be able to mitigate it. Figure 4 shows that including more binding modes improves a model and reduces two state error. The number of modes needed in the model depends on each ligand's population of nonground state modes. Below, we develop a diagnostic that indicates when enough modes have been added. Fig. 2 . Ignoring multiple binding modes during fitting causes errors in energy parameters. Every point represents one regression on one training set. Every line style represents a different average affinity among training set complexes. The two state assumption was used: partition functions in all regression models contained only a ground state Boltzmann term. The x axis gives p~gs!, a complex's occupancy of its ground state mode, averaged over all the complexes in a training set. The y axis plots the error in each fitted energy parameter output by a regression on the training set, averaged over the three parameters in the lattice energy function. Following a curve from left~low p~gs!! to right~high p~gs!! shows that errors in parameters decrease with increasing p~gs! of training set complexes. Comparing among curves from top~high affinity! to bottom~low affinity! shows that training sets of low affinity binders produce parameters with larger errors. From the data in this section, there are two implications for more realistic LTP modeling. First, two state error is negligible if training sets contain only very high affinity binders. But such a training set will suffer from other problems, since it is useful to choose training sets that are as broad and representative as possible, including both strong and weak binders~Bohm, 1994; Jain, 1996!. Second, physically accurate energy parameters can be obtained by including nonground state binding modes in partition functions.
When we want to improve the partition function by adding the Boltzmann terms of higher energy modes, how do we find the values of these terms? In our lattice model, we have the luxury of knowing them exactly. For biological systems, we propose two ways to find higher energy modes.~1! Knegtel et al.~1997! assembled experimental structures of a protein target bound to different ligands, say i, j, . . . . To create an ensemble of modes of a single ligand h, the coordinates of h are simply set into each of the configurations adopted by i, j, . . . in the experimental structures.~2! The "Mining Minima" method~Head et al., 1997! finds lowenergy configurations given a molecular-mechanics-like Hamiltonian. If such a calculation were done on a ligand0protein system, the resulting configurations could be used directly as higher energy binding modes to improve partition functions in LTP models. For either~1! or~2!, it is important to note that using wrong or irrelevant binding modes will not cause errors. This is because any good energy function should assign a high energy to these modes. Their Boltzmann factors should not contribute to the final model partition function.
Two state errors during free energy prediction
So far, we have examined errors from the two state assumption in the fitting step of LTP modeling. In this section, we examine errors in the prediction step.
Using the two state assumption in test set partition functions
Now, as a reference for the study below, we train a model using the exact partition function, but we predict test set binding affinities using the two state approximation. In this case, fitted parameter values are exactly correct. The only error is the two state assumption during prediction. Figure 5 shows that p~gs! of test set ligands determines errors in predicted affinities. The more dominant is the principal binding mode of test set ligands, the smaller the errors.
In Figure 5 the error in free energy prediction is exactly equal to ϪkT ln p~gs!, no matter what the strength of binding. The reason is as follows. Call a the Boltzmann factor for the ground state binding mode. We can write the partition function as Q ϭ a0p~gs!. For example, if p~gs! ϭ 0.5, Q ϭ 2a.! If we now modeled the partition function with only the ground state binding mode, we would be approximating the partition function as Q9 ϭ a. Then the error in the free energy we predict is DF predict Ϫ DF exact ϭ ϪkT ln Q9 ϩ kT ln Q ϭ kT ln @10p~gs!# ϭ ϪkT ln p~gs!, which is probably small for most drug design cases of interest.
Using the two state assumption in training and test sets
Now we use the full LTP paradigm in the traditional way: with the two state approximation for training and the two state approximation for prediction. Figure 6 shows that errors in predicted affinities can be large. Tighter binders have bigger errors than weaker binders. And errors get worse as p~gs! r 1. What is the basis for these behaviors? First, consider the trend of error with p~gs! in Figure 6 . This is a direct result of the LTP paradigm. Fitted parameter values are optimized for the range of p~gs! of the training set. When test set complexes have p~gs! above or below this range, parameters do not work well at predicting their free energies. Unfortunately, there is no good way to determine p~gs! experimentally~see below!. So one cannot guarantee that a test set of ligands is in the range of the training set, with respect to p~gs!. We have illustrated the worst case scenario: all training set complexes are low p~gs!, producing very flawed energy parameters, and these parameters are used on a wide range of test set complexes.
To understand the functional dependence of LTP errors on p~gs! in Figure 6 , note that we are using the two state assumption twice: once during energy function fitting on the training set, and once during free energy prediction on the test set. When we make the two state assumption during the fitting step, fitted parameter values E9 tend to be more negative than the true energies~see Fig. 2 !. So predicting with them makes Boltzmann factors too big and predicted binding free energies too negative. However, when we make the two state assumption during the prediction step, we truncate the partition functions of test set complexes, making the absolute value of the free energy smaller. This tends to err in the opposite direction: predicted free energies are too positive. Which trend dominates depends on conditions, as can be seen from Figure 6 . When test set ligands have very low p~gs!, errors from the test set partition function dominate, and free energies are predicted to be too positive. When test set ligands have high p~gs!, the test set partition function is fairly accurate, and errors from energy parameters dominate. Then free energies are predicted to be too negative.
The other trend in Figure 6 is that LTP errors depend markedly on affinities. The largest errors occur for the strongest binders. To understand this, recall that the two state assumption causes fitted energies to be stronger than true energies. Also, recall~from Fig. 2 ! that at a given value of p~gs!, fitted parameter values have also been optimized for a certain range in binding affinity, namely, for the range of the ground state contact counts n found in training set complexes. Call this range $n t %. Now imagine using the fitted parameters to predict DF's of weak binders, with n's much smaller than $n t %. While the two state approximation forces fitted values E9 to be too negative, the small n's cancel this error. Final energies nE9 terms! can be quite accurate, and the only error left is the two state assumption in the prediction step of the LTP model. As we have seen, this class of error goes as ϪkT ln p~gs! and is usually small~see Fig. 5 !. In contrast, for tight binders, n's are much larger than $n t %, and the two kinds of error add instead. This effect can be infinitely big. Thus, the largest possible LTP errors occur with strong binders.
These affinity trends are a result of the LTP method. Fitted parameter values do not work well on test sets that exceed the bounds of the training set. In the case of affinity, there is a simple solution. To avoid these errors, make sure that test sets resemble training sets with respect to affinity.
In this section, we have explained the dependence of DF prediction errors on affinity and p~gs! separately. As a final note, it is interesting to make a quantitative comparison between them. We find that the affinity dependence is usually more significant. For example, a factor of 2 difference in affinity causes a larger increase in error than a factor of 2 difference in p~gs! does~see Fig. 6 !. This happens most markedly when parameters are very flawed.
Using multiple modes in training and test set partition functions
So far, we have shown that the two state assumption makes mistakes in affinity predictions. Here we propose remedies. We use multiple modes in both training and prediction steps. Figure 7 shows that this protocol can lead to good predictions. But Figure 7 also shows an interesting puzzle: under some conditions, adding binding modes for the prediction step can degrade affinity predictions. This puzzling behavior happens consistently when the two state assumption is used in fitting. It happens only occasionally if other fitting errors dominate~compare Fig. 8D with Fig. 8A -C!. The error arises when the two state assumption is used because the model is trained to have tighter binding energies than it should. When these tighter energies are put into each of a long sum of terms in the prediction partition function, the errors add up.
The results in Figure 8 suggest a way to weed out poor models or training sets. If predictions worsen upon increasing the number of binding modes that are adopted for the prediction set, it implies that the fitted values of parameters are flawed. And if predictions of many test set complexes consistently show this behavior, it suggests that all energy parameters are overly negative, possibly due to the omission of higher energy binding modes in training set models. Thus, this behavior can be used as an indicator of two state error in fitted parameters. Multiple modes should be added to the training set partition functions until the artifact disappears.
In conclusion, errors in free energies predicted by LTP models depend on p~gs! and binding affinities for both test set and training set complexes. Our model does not allow us to make quantitative estimates of these errors in all-atom models. But our work suggests principles that may be of general value.~1! When the two state assumption is made during the free energy prediction step, if a Fig. 6 . Energy parameters fitted under the two state assumption predict free energies inaccurately. Every point represents one test set complex. Every point style represents a different average affinity among test set complexes. The two state assumption was used during fitting and prediction: partition functions in all regression models and all test set free energy expressions contained only a ground state Boltzmann term. Energy parameters from regressions on complexes with p~gs! Ϸ 0.2 and affinities around 6 kT were used. The x-axis plots a test set complex's occupancy of its ground state mode. The y-axis plots the error in the predicted free energy, DF predicted Ϫ DF exact !0kT. Following a curve from left~low p~gs!! to right high p~gs!! shows that errors in predicted free energies increase with increasing p~gs! of test set complexes, because energy parameters were optimized for low p~gs! binders. Comparing among curves from top~low affinity! to bottom~high affinity! shows that low affinity test set complexes are predicted with smaller errors. Fig. 7 . Accounting for multiple binding modes improves free energy prediction. Every point represents one regression. Every line style represents a different number of lowest energy binding modes used in training and test set partition functions. In the legend, "fit" indicates the way the partition function was written during the fitting step; "predict" indicates the partition function during the prediction step; "gs" indicates that only the ground state Boltzmann term was used; "500" indicates that the top 500 lowest energy Boltzmann terms were used. The x-axis plots p~gs! averaged over all the complexes in a training set. The y-axis shows the error in the predicted DF for a complex,~DF predicted Ϫ DF exact !0kT, averaged over all lattice ligands. Comparing among curves shows that using many Boltzmann terms during the fitting and prediction steps~crosses! gives better results than using the two state assumption in both steps~squares! or in just one~diamonds and ϫ's!. Using the two-state assumption during fitting, but multiple Boltzmann terms during prediction~ϫ's!, gives the worst results. Energy parameters from regressions on complexes with p~gs! Ϸ 0.2 and affinities around 9 kT were used. Predictions were done on complexes with affinities around 14 kT.
"perfect" or very accurate energy function is used, two state error in predicted free energies is equal to ϪkT ln p~gs!, which is usually small.~2! Poor energy parameters from the two state assumption cause less error in the predictions of binding free energies of low affinity binders than of high affinity binders.~3! In some cases, two state error during the free energy prediction step cancels two state error from the fitting step.~4! The most physical and accurate predictions are those done with accurate partition functions, which account for multiple binding modes, in both steps. All-atom methods are being developed to make ensemble calculations of this type quicker and easier~Wilson et al., 1991; Gilson et al., 1997; Head et al., 1997; Knegtel et al., 1997 !.~5! The number of binding modes assumed in modeling should be the same in learning and prediction steps. But herein, we believe, lies a useful diagnostic. If adding multiple binding modes worsens the predictions, it may indicate two state errors in the learned parameters.
Two state errors during the rank ordering of complexes
In LTP modeling, often the key prediction of interest is just a correct rank ordering of binding affinities, not necessarily the affinities themselves. In this section, we pay attention to the pairs of binding complexes that are ranked incorrectly-the misranks. If the DF's of complexes in a misranked pair are very far apart, it implies that the LTP model confuses weak binders with strong ones. Then if the model is used to screen a database to output a short list of putative strong binders, some weak binders are likely to be on the list. Such errors are a useful way to characterize a database screening tool. A good screening tool will not misrank a weak and a strong binder.
Can the two state assumption cause LTP models to misrank very disparate complexes? In Figure 9 , we use the two state assumption in the fitting and0or the prediction step of the LTP process. We report the largest DDF of all the misranked pairs in a large test set that spans an order of magnitude in affinity. Figure 9 shows that ranking errors are small, even with the most severely flawed energy parameters~those from a training set of low-p~gs! complexes of weak affinity; see Fig. 2 !. By contrast, Figure 6 shows large errors in predicted DF's, the binding affinities themselves. Thus, LTP models using the two state assumption can make poor predictions of affinities, but reasonable predictions of rank orders of affinities. We can understand why, by studying the source of rank-ordering errors in general. To confuse the ranks of high and low affinity binders, a prediction method must make different mistakes on each. Otherwise, if errors are more or less constant, they will cancel in DDF's. Rank ordering errors only arise when errors in affinities do not cancel.
Formally we can express this ranking error criterion as follows. Imagine two complexes 1 and 2, where DF 1 Ͻ DF 2 . When a computational method is used to predict the two free energies, call the errors in the predictions e 1 and e 2 , respectively. To predict the wrong rank order of the two complexes, it must be true that 6e 1 Ϫ e 2 6 Ն 6DF 1 Ϫ DF 2 6. We illustrate this in Figure 10 . In Figure 10B the error difference is at the critical value, 6e 1 Ϫ e 2 6 ϭ 6DF 1 Ϫ DF 2 6, and the two affinities are predicted to be equal. Any greater error difference, and the predicted rank will be wrong, as in Figure 10C ; any lesser error difference, and the predicted rank will be accurate, as in Figure 10A .
To make rank-order errors, then, errors in predicted DF's must change wildly with the magnitude of true DF's. The dependence of error on true affinity-the "spreading out of error" with respect to affinity-causes ranking errors. Figure 6 showed that the two-state assumption in LTP modeling does cause errors to depend on affinities. But the data in Figure 9 imply that the effect is not very large. Even our worst energy parameters are not bad enough to cause major ranking errors.
Can two state error be avoided by predicting p(gs)?
It is often assumed that tight binding implies that the two state assumption is valid. But this is not the case. High affinity binders are not necessarily high p~gs! binders. Figure 11 illustrates that there is little correlation between the strength of binding of a ligand and the probability that it will occupy its ground state mode. Strong binders with large negative free energies of binding can populate many higher energy binding modes. Some ligands are strong binders not because they bind tightly to the ground state mode, but because of their favorable entropies of the bound state. Figure 12 illustrates this for our lattice complexes. Configurational entropy may play an important role even under conditions when enthalpies dominate the free energy~Raag & Poulos, 1991; Weber et al., 1994; Ladbury et al., 1996 !. Thus, it is difficult to know whether or not a complex has high p~gs! just from its free energy of binding.
We do not know of any foolproof predictor of p~gs! in more realistic modeling. Structural experiments are not unambiguous. Even if a parent ligand0receptor complex is crystallized and wellordered indicating high p~gs!, it does not follow that a derivative will bind specifically too: small changes in ligand chemistry or Fig. 9 . Accounting for multiple binding modes improves rank orders of test set complexes. Every point represents one regression. Every line style represents a different number of binding modes used in training and test set partition functions. In the legend, "fit" indicates the way the partition function was written during the fitting step; "predict" indicates the partition function during the prediction step; "gs" indicates that only the ground state Boltzmann term was used; "500" indicates that the top 500 lowest energy Boltzmann terms were used. The x-axis plots p~gs! averaged over all the complexes in a training set. The y-axis plots the largest affinity difference between complex pairs whose affinities were misranked, from all pairs of complexes in a large test set with affinities from 6 to 100 kT. Following a curve from left~low p~gs!! to right~high p~gs!! shows that errors in ranking decrease with increasing p~gs! of training set complexes. Comparing among curves shows that using many Boltzmann terms during the fitting and prediction steps~ϫ's! gives better results than using the two state assumption in both steps~diamonds! or in just one~crosses and squares!. The prediction step is the most important in reducing ranking errors. Energy parameters from regressions on complexes with p~gs! Ϸ 0.2 and affinities around 6 kT were used. Arrows represent errors in predicted free energies, marked "e." Stacked arrows represent the differences between errors from two test set complexes. An inverted arrow represents the negative of an error value. Vertical bars represent the true DDF, the difference between the true free energies of two test set complexes. The rank of two test set complexes is the order with respect to affinity. In each panel, complex 1 is a stronger binder than complex 2, but in some panels, complex 2 is predicted to be stronger by the LTP method. The ranking error criterion for a rank to be predicted incorrectly is that the difference in prediction errors~height of stacked arrows! must be greater than or equal to the difference in true free energies~height of vertical bar!. A: The predicted rank has the correct sign. B: The predicted rank is 0. C: The predicted rank has the incorrect sign. D: Errors in DF are of the same sign, but the predicted rank is still incorrect, showing that ranking errors are independent of the signs of errors in DF.
experimental conditions can produce large changes in binding behavior~Montfort et al., 1990; Mattos et al., 1994; Bohm & Klebe, 1996 , and references therein!. If a training set could be assembled of only "good" complexes that occupy their ground states most of the time, two state errors might be avoided in the fitting step. But as we noted above, training sets should be as broad as possible to ensure universality of parameters. So restricting them to high p~gs! binders is not an ideal solution. As for the prediction step, restricting LTP calculations to "good" binders is not a good strategy, because unoptimized small molecules are the most interesting targets of LTP analysis. For both training sets and test sets, we suggest that modelers repair multiple-mode binding errors by including additional binding modes in the empirical model.
Conclusions
We present results from a simple model of ligand0receptor binding. We study the magnitudes and sources of errors in "Learn Then Predict" modeling that come from the two state approximation. We show that two state errors may arise even among strong binders, and we show that they can be remedied by including additional binding modes. We develop a possible diagnostic for two state error. We show that fitted values of energy parameters, and errors in free energy predictions, depend on binding strengths. We observe that if two state error causes flawed parameters, their most severe and consistent error is in predicting free energies of binding of test set ligand0protein complexes to be too negative. However, we find that these errors in predicted affinities cancel when DDF's are calculated. The principles learned from this simple model may apply to more realistic models of binding. 
